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Abstract—We demonstrate quantum key distribution (QKD)
with classical signals in a seven-core fiber using dense wavelength
division multiplexing. Quantum signals are transmitted in an
outer core separately and intercore crosstalk (IC-XT) is the main
impairment of them. In order to alleviate IC-XT, we propose
a quantum-classical interleave scheme. Then the properties of
IC-XT are analyzed based on the measurement results which
indicate counter-propagation is a better co-existence method than
co-propagation. Finally, we perform QKD experiments in the
presence of two classical channels with a channel spacing of 100
GHz between quantum channel and the nearest classical chan-
nels. The experiment results prove counter-propagation almost
immune to IC-XT, which is consistent with our analysis. Also,
the feasibility of the transmission over the range of metropolitan
area networks is validated with our scheme.
Index Terms—quantum key distribution, multicore fiber,
wavelength-space division multiplexing.
I. INTRODUCTION
QUANTUM key distribution (QKD) is the most successfulapplication in quantum information science at present. It
allows remote parties to establish encryption keys by the laws
of physics [1], [2]. QKD can detect any eavesdropping attacks
and therefore enables information-theoretic communication
security [3].
There has been a tremendous interest in developing this
quantum technology for real-life applications. In some exper-
iments, QKD was realized using separate fibers rather than
by coexisting with the classical channels. However, due to
the high cost of laying fiber resources and the difficulty
of synchronization in separate transimission, there is an in-
creasing demand for multiplexing of QKD with traditional
optical communications in a single fiber. Wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) is one of the most mature technologies to
realize it. The first WDM scheme for QKD and classical chan-
nels was proposed by Townsend in 1997 [4]. Subsequently,
quantum channel was set in O-band to reduce impairment
from the classical channels which are usually located at C-
band [5], [6], [7]. However, there will be greater attenuation
in the O-band transmission. Ref. [8] and Ref. [9] performed
intriguing experiments where the channel interval between
the quantum and classical communication channels was 200
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GHz and 300 GHz. Then Ref. [10] realized the multiplexing
and long-distance copropagation of QKD and terabit classical
data transmission. Recently, Ref. [11] presented the integration
of QKD with a commercial backbone network of 3.6 Tbps
classical data.
As data traffic demand in access and backbone networks
has been increased exponentially [12], multiplexing over dif-
ferent degrees of freedom in conventional single-core single-
mode fiber (SSMF), including wavelength, phase, time and
polarization multiplexing, is being utilized to circumvent the
future information capacity crunch [13]. However, the ca-
pacity of existing standard SSMF may no longer satisfy the
growing capacity demand and is approaching its fundamental
limit around 100 Tbps owing to the limitation of amplifier
bandwidth, nonlinear noise, and fiber fuse phenomenon [14].
In order to further increase the fiber capacity, space-division
multiplexing (SDM) has been proposed and attracted intensive
research efforts as a solution to the problem of saturation of the
capacity of conventional SSMF [15], [16], [17]. Several types
of fibers have been proposed to realize SDM, such as weakly
coupled multicore fiber (WC-MCF) [18], strongly coupled
multicore fiber (SCMCF) [19], few mode fiber (FMF) [20],
and few mode multicore fiber (FM-MCF) [21]. Among these
fibers, WC-MCF has the advantage of relatively low crosstalk
[22], which is suitable for transmitting susceptible quantum
signals.
In 2016, Ref. [23] presented the first QKD experiment in
multicore fiber (MCF). They proposed an experiment in which
a quantum signal and classical signal were transmitted together
in a MCF. Negligible degradation in the performance of QKD
was shown in their scheme since they set the wavelength of the
quantum signal far away from that of classical signals. How-
ever, in a large capacity transmission system, this transmission
scheme is obviously a waste of wavelength resources.
To this end, we propose a wavelength-space division mul-
tiplexing (WSDM) scheme of QKD and classical signals.
Quantum signals are transmitted in one outer core while other
cores are used to transmit classical signals. Dense wavelength
division multiplexing (DWDM) is used in each core and
separation between quantum channels and the nearest classical
channels can reach 50 GHz. The main impairment of QKD
in our scheme is the intercore crosstalk (IC-XT) from the
classical signals. In order to alleviate IC-XT, we propose the
quantum-classical interleave scheme where the wavelengths
of quantum signals and those of classical signals are inter-
leaved. The power of IC-XT is measured without quantum
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2signals to achieve the properties of IC-XT. The results show
that the total power of classical signals in the nearest cores
mainly determines the power of IC-XT in quantum core. Also,
counter-propagation is analyzed to be a better co-existence
method than co-propagation due to its relatively low IC-XT.
Transmission distance for more than 40 km was proved to be
feasible based on the measurement results. Finally, we perform
experiments on a QKD system. The system can run stably for
a long time in the presence of two classical signals which
are 100 GHz separated from the quantum signal at 1549.32
nm. The experiment results prove that QKD is almost immune
to IC-XT for counter-propagation, with the quantum bit error
rate (QBER) of lower than 1%. Also, the experiment results
validate the feasibility for the transmission over the range of
metropolitan area networks (typically 30 km) with our scheme.
II. QUANTUM-CLASSICAL INTERLEAVE SCHEME
Fig. 1(a) shows the MCF-based QKD system architecture
supporting multiple QKD users. Homogeneous weakly cou-
pled seven-core fiber is used in the system. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), the inner core is set in the central of the fiber with
the hexagonal disposal of the six outer cores.
Fig. 1. (a) MCF-based WSDM QKD system architecture. Cla Tr represents
the classical tranceiver. (b) Cross-section of the seven-core fiber. (c) Quantum-
classical interleave scheme.
First of all, we need to allocate cores reasonably. Since
the nonlinear noise from classical signals, such as Raman
scattering and four-wave-mixing effect, has a stronger impact
on quantum signals in the same core, quantum signals and
classical signals are placed in different cores. Considering the
impacts from the nearest neighbour cores are much larger than
those from non-nearest neighbour, we choose one outer core to
transmit quantum signals, such as core-3 in Fig. 1(b). This is
because outer cores have three nearest neighbour cores, which
is much less than the center core with six nearest neighbour
cores.
When qunatum signals are placed in a designated core, the
main impairment to QKD is the IC-XT from classical cores.
IC-XT is the power coupling between different cores and
its power is mainly concentrate on the spectral peak around
the frequency of the source signal. Thus the frequencies in
occupation of classical signals can not be used for quantum
signals. In order to alleviate the effect of IC-XT on quantum
signals, we propose the quantum-classical interleave scheme.
For classical signals, we assume the first frequency of the
available channel is fc(1) = f0 and the frequency spacing of
two adjacent channels is ∆f in the DWDM system. So the
frequency of the n− th(n = 1, 2, · · ·) classical channel is
fc(n) = f0 + (n− 1) ∗∆f. (1)
Then we set the frequency of the k−th(k = 1, 2, · · ·) quantum
channel to
fq(k) = f0 + (k − 1
2
) ∗∆f, (2)
as shown in Fig. 1(c). In this wavelength assignment scheme,
IC-XT is turned into out-of-band noise, which can be reduced
by filters.
III. IMPAIRMENT SOURCE ANALYSIS
Fig. 2. (a) Co-propagation. (b) Counter-propagation. By sending classical
signals through the MFC along either the same direction of QKD signals
(co-propagation) or the opposite direction (counter-propagation), photons are
recorded by the SPD. However, no QKD signal is transmitted during this
process in order to measure the noise.
The main impairment of the system is the IC-XT. The power
of the IC-XT is the decisive factor for the QBER and secure
key rate (SKR) of QKD. In this section, we measure the power
of IC-XT and analyze the performance of the scheme based on
the measurement results. Fig. 2 shows our experimental setup.
In Fig. 2(a), four classical signals are sent by the classical
transmitter (Cla Tx) and enter core-1, -2, and -4 after getting
through the splitter and erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA).
The 1-km, 7-core MCF spool forms the optical channel. A
7*1 Fan-In and a 1*7 Fan-Out are used to couple optical
signals into cores at each end of the MCF. A DWDM module
is connected to core-3 followed by a single photon detector
(SPD). The SPD will be connected to different ports of the
DWDM to measure noise at different frequencies. Fig. 2(b)
shows the setup to measure the noise for counter-propagation
and the SPD is used to detect noise at the input port of Fan-in.
Firstly, four classical signals are sent by the classical trans-
mitter at frequencies of 193.35, 193.45, 193.55 and 193.65
THz. After amplified by the three EDFAs, the signals are
injected into core-1, -2 and -4 simultaneously or just injected
into core-1. The center wavelength of each DWDM channel
is on the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) grid
spaced by 100 GHz. The passband of each channel is 0.22
nm with the insertion loss of 2.9 dB. Isolation of non-adjacent
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Fig. 3. The blue lines with solid circles or triangles show the PCRs of
co-propagation or counter-propagation, respectively, when classical signals
are injected into core-1, -2, and -4 simultaneously. The green lines with
solid circles or triangles represent the PCRs of co-propagation or counter-
propagation when classical signals are only injected into core-1.
channels is above 50 dB, while that for adjacent channels is
relatively worse, about 40 dB. SPD is connected to channel-
35 of DWDM and detects photons at the frequency of 193.5
THz realized by the filtering properties of the DWDM module.
The SPD operates at 20 MHz with a detection efficiency of
10% and a dark count rate of 10 Hz in average. The detector
effective gating width is set to 2.1 ns. Results are shown
in Fig. 3 in which the optical power refers to the power of
classical signals at each input port of the Fan-in. Each point
represents the average value of half an hour interval, which
is the same with other figures in Sec. III. As can be seen,
the photon count rates (PCRs) of both counter-propagation
and co-propagation increase linearly with the input power,
which means the power of the classical signals is a vital factor
affecting the system. Also, the PCR of counter-propagation is
about 10 dB lower than that of co-propagation. This makes
counter-propagation a better way for quantum signals to co-
exist with classical signals. Under the same optical power,
the noise measured in the case that the three nearest cores
transmit classical signals at the same time is about three times
that measured in the case only one core is used to transmit
classical signals. This is because the IC-XT from each classical
core to the quantum core is approximately the same. In other
words, the total IC-XT experienced by the quantum core is
the sum of the IC-XT from the nearest neighbour cores. It
can experimentally verify that the quantum signals should be
placed in the outer core.
We also consider the case when the quantum signal is
placed at other frequencies, such as 192.5 and 194.5 THz.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, the PCR is also dependent on
optical power. However, the IC-XT is roughly the same at
different wavelengths since the values of PCR at 192.5 THz
are approximately equal to those at 193.5 THz for both co-
propagation and counter-propagation. The values of PCR at
194.5 THz are slightly larger than those at 192.5 THz and
193.5 THz, which can be explained to be the slight difference
between devices since another DWDM module is used in the
measurement of 194.5 THz. Even though, this discrepancy
can be ignored for the QKD system. In summary, wavelength
is not a decisive factor for IC-XT while the total power
of the classical signals determine the power of IC-XT. This
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Fig. 4. Classical signals are injected into core-1, -2, and -4 simultaneously
in these measurement. For the red line, the frequencies of four classical
signals are 192.35, 192.45, 192.55 and 192.65 THz, respectively. The SPD is
connected to the channel-25 of the ITU DWDM grid (192.5 THz). For the
black line, the frequencies of four classical signals are 194.35, 194.45, 194.55
and 194.65 THz and the SPD is connected to the channel-45 (194.5 THz).
can also prove that it is reasonable to replace the classical
signals of multiple wavelengths with the classical signal of
four wavelengths in this experiment.
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Fig. 5. The center frequency of the filter is 193.5 THz with the passband of 0.6
nm. The insertion loss of the filter is measured to be 2.1 dB. Classical signals
are injected into core-1, -2, and -4 simultaneously in these measurement.
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Fig. 6. The attenuation of MCF was set to be 0.23 dB/km.
As can be seen from the above experimental results, the
noise for co-propagation is relatively large. In order to alleviate
the IC-XT of co-propagation, an extra filter is inserted between
the SPD and the DWDM module. As shown in Fig. 5, the
noise is effectively alleviated. However, the attenuation of the
quantum channel is increased due to the filter. In order to
understand the impact on the performance of the system after
introducing the filter, we performed the simulation shown in
Fig. 6. The theoretical simulation was performed based on the
4methods of Refs. [24] and [25]. The weighted average of PCRs
at 0 dBm is defined as
PCRl =
1
Kl
Kl∑
t=1
PCRl(t)
10Pl(t)/10
, (3)
where l = 1, 2, 3 corresponds to the blue, purple and red line
in Fig. 5. Pl(t) is the optical power in the form of dBm and
PCRl(t) is the corresponding PCR. The power of classical
signals is set to 0 dBm in the simulation and we use the
three weighted averages of PCR calculated by Eq. 3. Also,
the power of IC-XT is set to increase linearly with the fiber
length [18], [26], [27]. As can be seen, the best method is the
counter-propagation which can support transmission of more
than 40 km. Extra filter is not required for co-propagation over
short distance because SKR is higher without filter for the
MCF length less than 15 km. However, the filter is necessary
for long-haul transmission and the transmission distance can
also reach 40 km with lower SKR compared with counter-
propagation.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Fig. 7. (a) Co-propagation. (b) Counter-propagation. The DWDM module is
integrated in the system with the psaaband of 0.8 nm and the isolation of
more than 45 dB. The variable optical attenuator (VOA) is used to simulate
the attenuation of longer MCF.
We realize our scheme on a commercial QKD system. The
system architecture is shown in Fig. 7. The quantum signal is
placed at the frequency of 193.5 THz . Two classical channels
are used in the system at the frequency of 193.4 THz and
193.6 THz. The synchronization signal is transmitted with
quantum signal in core-3 at the frequency of 193.3 THz. The
launch power of synchronization signal is adjusted to maintain
a received power of about -55 dBm, which makes it harmless
to quantum signal. The BB84 phase coding scheme is used
in our system combined with the decoy method [28], [25].
The averaged photon numbers of the signal and decoy states
are chosen to be 0.6 and 0.2, respectively. Vacuum states are
also adopted as decoy states. Alice launches the three types
of states at a ratio of 14:1:1, while the system operates at
a frequency of 50 MHz. The entire QKD postprocessing is
based on Ethernet, including the error correction with a LDPC
algorithm, error verification with a cyclic redundancy check.
Firstly, the SKR is measured to be 10.9 ± 0.55 kbps and
the QBER to be 0.62 ± 0.12% without classical signals. Then
we obtain the data in Fig. 8 by transmitting the classical
signals and the quantum signal simultaneously. Every point is
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Fig. 8. The error bars represent standard deviation at each point. Blue crosses
with error bars: SKR of counter-propagation, red crosses with error bars: SKR
of co-propagation, blue circles with error bars: QBER of counter-propagation,
red circles with error bars: QBER of co-propagation.
measured over a 24 hour period. As can be seen, the increase
of optical power has little effect on the SKR and QBER of
counter-propagation. Even the optical power is set to 12 dBm,
the SKR hardly decrease. However, the performance of QKD
will degrade when classical signals with ultra-high power are
used in co-propagation. For example, the SKR will drop by 2.5
kbps with the QBER increasing by 1.3% when the power of
classical signal is 9 dBm . It is proved that counter-propagation
has stronger resistance to IC-XT which is consistent with our
previous analysis shown in Sec. III.
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Fig. 9. The blue line plots the SKR over a 24 hour period and the green line
shows the corresponding QBER.
Over the entire measurement, both the SKR and QBER
display very small fluctuations around their average values
with a standard deviation of less than 1.2 kbps and 0.2%,
respectively. Fig. 9 plots the QBER and SKR of counter-
propagation when the optical power is 12 dBm. The average
SKR is 10.8 kbps with the standard deviation of 0.49 kbps
and the average QBER is 0.66% with the standard deviation
of 0.12%. It can be seen that our scheme is a very stable
solution for the WSDM QKD.
For better evaluating the performance of the scheme, it is
desirable to use long fiber spools because they provide a more
realistic scenario of IC-XT and attenuation. As we do not have
longer MCF, the VOA and classical signals with higher power
are used to simulate the experiments. The VOA is used to
simulate the attenuation of MCF. Classical signals with higher
power are used because the IC-XT increases linearly with the
length of MCF. We simulate the QKD counter-propagating for
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Fig. 10. The red symbols represent the SKR and QBER of counter-
propagation for 1, 10, 20, 30 km. The blue symbols show the SKR and QBER
without IC-XT which means only VOA is used to simulating the attenuation
and no classical signal is transmitted.
10, 20, 30 km with 0 dBm classical signals. The VOA is set
to 2.3, 4.6 and 6.9 dB, respectively. The power of the classical
signals is correspondingly set to 10, 13, 14.8 dBm. Results in
Fig. 10 show the relatively large effect on the SKR caused
by distance. A set of comparative experiments is conducted to
estimate the effect of IC-XT. No classical signal is transmitted
in the comparative experiments while VOA is also used to
simulate the attenuation of MCF. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the
SKR increases by 0.4 kbps at most for the same transmission
distance when IC-XT is removed. It is thus clear that the
decrease of SKR is mainly caused by the attenuation of the
MCF which is inevitable in long-distance transmission rather
than the IC-XT.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a WSDM scheme of quantum
signals and classical signals. To alleviate the IC-XT, cores
and wavelengths are allocated reasonably for quantum signals.
The wavelength is assigned following the proposed quantum-
classical interleave scheme where the separation between the
quantum channel and the nearest classical channels can reach
50 GHz. It can save bandwith resources greatly in large capac-
ity transmission system. Then counter-propagation is analyzed
to be a better co-existence method than co-propagation based
on the measurement results, which can support transmission
distance of more than 40 km. Also, QKD experiments are
performed in the presence of two classical channels. The
experiment results prove that counter-propagation is almost
immune to IC-XT and long-distance transmission is feasible.
Our solution provides the possibility for QKD to be used in
future large capacity transmission systems based on MCF, such
as metropolitan area networks and data center.
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